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Abstract
Several emerging evolving graph application workloads de-
mand support for efficient ad-hoc analytics—the ability to
perform ad-hoc queries on arbitrary time windows of the
graph. We present TEGRA, a system that enables efficient ad-
hoc window operations on evolving graphs. TEGRA allows
efficient access to the state of the graph at arbitrary windows,
and significantly accelerates ad-hoc window queries by using
a compact in-memory representation for both graph and in-
termediate computation state. For this, it leverages persistent
data structures to build a versioned, distributed graph state
store, and couples it with an incremental computation model
which can leverage these compact states. For users, it exposes
these compact states using Timelapse, a natural abstraction.
We evaluate TEGRA against existing evolving graph analysis
techniques, and show that it significantly outperforms state-of-
the-art systems (by up to 30×) for ad-hoc window operation
workloads.

1 Introduction
Graph-structured data is on the rise, in size, complexity and
dynamism [1, 61]. This growth has spurred the development
of a large number of graph processing systems [16, 17, 19,
26, 27, 30, 33, 39, 42, 51, 54, 57, 59, 60, 68] in both academia
and the open-source community. By leveraging specialized
abstractions and careful optimizations, these systems have the
ability to analyze large, static graphs, some even in the order
of a trillion edges [20].

However, real-world graphs are seldom static. Consider,
the familiar example of social network graphs such as in
Facebook and Twitter. In these networks, “friends” relations
and tweets with “mentions” are created continuously result-
ing in the graph’s constant evolution. Similarly, each new
call in a cellular network connects devices with receivers
and can be used in real-time for network monitoring and di-
agnostics [31]. Additionally, emerging applications such as
connected cars [13], real-time fraud detection [9], and dis-
ease analysis [23] all produce such graph data. Analyzing
these time-evolving graphs can be useful, from scientific and
commercial perspectives, and is often desired [61].

In this paper, we focus on the problem of efficient ad-hoc
window operations on evolving graphs—the ability to per-
form ad-hoc queries on arbitrary time windows (i.e., segments
in time) either in the past or in real-time. To illustrate the need
for such operations, consider two examples. In the first, a

financial expert wishes to improve her fraud-detection algo-
rithm. For this, she retrieves the complete states of the graph
at different segments in time to train and test variants of her
algorithm. In the second example, a network administrator
wishes to diagnose a transient failure. To do so, she retrieves
a series of snapshots1 of the graph before and after the failure,
and runs a handful of queries on them. She iteratively refines
the queries until she comes up with a hypothesis. In such
scenarios, neither the queries nor the windows on which the
queries would be run are predetermined.

To efficiently perform ad-hoc window operations, a graph
processing system should provide two key capabilities. First,
it must be able to quickly retrieve arbitrary size windows start-
ing at arbitrary points in time. There are two approaches to
provide this functionality. The first is to store a snapshot every
time the graph is updated, i.e., a vertex or edge is added or
deleted. While this allows one to efficiently retrieve the state
of the graph at any point in the past, it can result in prohibitive
overhead. An alternative is to store only the changes to the
graph and reconstruct a snapshot on demand. This approach
is space efficient, but can incur high latency, as it needs to
re-apply all updates to reconstruct the requested snapshot(s).
Thus, there is a fundamental trade-off between in-memory
storage and retrieval time.

Second, we must be able to efficiently execute queries
(e.g., connected components) not only on a single window,
but also across multiple related windows of the graph. Exist-
ing systems, such as Chronos [30] allows executing queries
on a single window, while Differential Dataflow [54] and
GraphBolt [45] support continuously updating queries over
sliding windows. However, none of the systems support effi-
cient execution of queries across multiple windows, as they
do not have the ability to share the computation state across
windows and computations. This fundamental limitation of
existing systems arises from their inability to efficiently store
intermediate state from within a query for later reuse.

We present TEGRA2, a system that enables efficient ad-hoc
window operations on time-evolving graphs. TEGRA is based
on two key insights about such real-world evolving graph
workloads: (1) during ad-hoc analysis graphs change slowly
over time relative to their size , and (2) queries are frequently
applied to multiple windows relatively close by in time.

1A snapshot is a full copy of the graph, and can be viewed as a window
of size zero. Non-zero windows have several snapshots.

2for Time Evolving GRaph Analytics.
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Leveraging these insights TEGRA is able to significantly
accelerate window queries by reusing both storage and com-
putation across queries on related windows. TEGRA solves
the storage problem through a highly efficient, distributed,
versioned graph state store which compactly represents graph
snapshots in-memory as logically separate versions that are
efficient for arbitrary retrieval. We design this store using per-
sistent (functional) data-structures that lets us heavily share
common parts of the graph thereby reducing the storage re-
quirements by several orders of magnitude (§5). Second, to
improve the performance of ad-hoc queries, we introduce
an efficient in-memory representation of intermediate state
that can be stored in our graph state store and enables non-
monotonic3 incremental computations. This technique lever-
ages the computation pattern of the familiar graph-parallel
models to create compact intermediate state that can be used
to eliminate redundant computations across queries. (§4).

TEGRA exposes these compact persistent snapshots of the
graph and computation state using a logical abstraction named
Timelapse, which hides the intricacies of state management
and sharing from the developer. At a high level, a timelapse
is formed by a sequence of graph snapshots, starting from the
original graph. Viewing the time-evolving graph as consisting
of a sequence of independent static snapshots of the entire
graph makes it easy for the developer to express a variety
of computation patterns naturally, while letting the system
optimize computations on those snapshots with much more
efficient incremental computations (§3). Finally, since Time-
lapse is backed by our persistent graph store, users and com-
putations always work on independent versions of the graph,
without having to worry about consistency issues. Using these,
TEGRA outperforms state-of-the-art systems significantly on
ad-hoc window operation workloads (§7).

In summary, we make the following contributions:

• We present TEGRA, a time-evolving graph processing sys-
tem that enables efficient ad-hoc window operations on
both historic and live data. To achieve this, TEGRA shares
storage, computation and communication across queries by
compactly representing the evolving graph and intermediate
computation state in-memory.

• We propose Timelapse, a new abstraction for time-evolving
graph processing. TEGRA exposes timelapse to the devel-
oper using a simple API that can encompass many time-
evolving graph operations. (§3)

• We design DGSI, an efficient distributed, versioned property
graph store that enables timelapse APIs to perform efficient
operations. (§5)

• Leveraging timelapse and DGSI, we present an incremental
graph computation model which supports non-monotonic
computations across (non-contiguous) windows. (§4)

3Allows vertex/edge deletions, additions and modifications on any graph
algorithm implemented in a graph-parallel fashion.

2 Background & Challenges
We begin with a brief background on graph-parallel systems
(§2.1) and then describe various types of time-evolving graph
workloads (§2.2). The limitations of existing systems are
discussed (§2.3) before we layout the challenges in enabling
efficient ad-hoc analytics on evolving graphs (§2.4).

2.1 Graph-Parallel Systems

Most general purpose graph systems provide a graph-parallel
abstraction for performing computations. In the graph-parallel
abstraction, a user-defined program is run (in parallel) on ev-
ery entity in the graph, who then change their state depend-
ing on the neighborhood. This process is iteratively done
until convergence. Thus, the graph-parallel abstraction lets
the end-developer view distributed graph computations as
simpler entity centric computations, leaving the burden of
orchestration to the system. The simplest of the graph-parallel
abstraction is a vertex-centric model [46], where every vertex
independently runs the user program. Several other forms
have been proposed, such as the graph centric models [66],
edge centric models [59] and the more recent subgraph centric
models [57]. In all these models, the basic form of compu-
tation is implemented as message exchanges between the
entities and their corresponding state changes. Communi-
cation is enabled either via shared memory model [63] or
message passing interface [43]. PowerGraph [27] introduced
the Gather-Apply-Scatter (GAS) model, a popular vertex-
centric model adopted by many open-source graph processing
systems, where a vertex program is represented as three con-
ceptual phases: gather phase that collects information about
adjacent vertices and edges and applies a function on them,
apply phase that uses the function’s output to update the ver-
tex, and scatter phase that uses the new vertex value to update
adjacent edges. To perform a graph algorithm computation,
the system iteratively applies these phases until convergence.
TEGRA focuses on the GAS model. (§6).

2.2 Time-evolving Graph Workloads

Time-evolving graph workloads, an important graph work-
load [61], can be classified into three categories:

Temporal Queries: Here, an analyst is querying the graph
at different points in the past and evaluates how the result
changes over time. Examples are “How many friends did Al-
ice have in 2017?” or “How did Alice’s friend circle change
in the last three years?”. Such queries may have time win-
dows of the form [T −δ, T ] and are performed on offline data,
executed in a batch fashion.

Streaming/Online Queries: These workloads are aimed
at keeping the result of a graph computation up-to-date as
new data arrives (i.e., [Now− δ, Now]). For example, the
analyst may ask “What are the trending topics now?”, or use
a moving window (e.g., “What are the trending topics in the
last 10 minutes?”). These focus on the most recent data, thus
streaming systems operate on the live graph.
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Which towers were 
congested then?

What was the reason for 
congestion at these?

How about at 10am?

What did the network look 
like at 9am?

Figure 1: Carol, a network administrator, diagnoses issues by per-
forming ad-hoc queries on snapshots of the network at disjoint but
close-by points in time.

Ad-hoc Queries: In these workloads, an analyst is likely to
explore the graph by performing ad-hoc queries on arbitrary
windows. Below, we illustrate a real-world use case. We omit
some details and use fictitious names for anonymity.

Carol is a network administrator at a large cellular network
operator in the United States [58]. Her job is to manage several
thousands of wireless base stations, deployed across a large
geographic region. When problems occur, Carol is tasked with
finding the reason for the issue and fix them. For instance,
she may be trying to answer "What is the reason for poor
download throughput for (several) users at 9:00am?".

Cellular network operators collect extensive data (several
terabytes per day) from their network, and previous studies
have shown the benefits of viewing cellular network analytics
as a time-evolving graph problem [31]. Carol might start by
asking "What did the network look like at 9am?", when the
problem was reported. The query returns a graph view of
the network, depicted in fig. 1, where there are several base
stations (towers) serving many users. Carol doubts congestion
as the cause for low throughput, so the next query is "Which
towers were congested at this point?" that returns a subset
of towers from the original answer. Based on her extensive
domain knowledge, she knows that temporary congestion in
some towers do not cause persistent poor throughput, so she is
interested in learning if clusters of towers were congested. To
do so, she runs a connected component algorithm on the net-
work graph. Then, to confirm her hypothesis, she asks "How
about at 10am?" meaning to repeat the entire analysis again,
but now on a different subset of the data. By the time Carol
finishes her investigation, she has retrieved 100s of different
subsets of data, each depicting a snapshot of the network at
some disjoint, random point in time around the failure, con-
ducted exploratory analysis to test several of her hypothesis
including one where she runs connected components.

Thus, in ad-hoc workloads, not only does the analyst need
to access arbitrary windows, but also the queries and the
windows on which they are executed are determined just-in-
time (i.e., not predetermined). Further, the analyst applies the
same query to multiple (close-by, discontinuous) windows.

2.3 State of the Art & Limitations

Recent work in graph systems has made considerable progress
in the area of evolving graph processing. (§8)

Temporal analysis engines (e.g., Chronos [30], Immortal-
Graph [50]) operate on offline data and focus on executing
queries on one or a sequence of snapshots in the graph’s
history. Upon execution of a query, these systems load the rel-
evant history of the graph and utilize a pre-processing step to
create an in-memory layout that is efficient for analysis. Such
preprocessing can often dominate the algorithm execution
time [44]. As a result, these systems are tuned for operating
on a large number of snapshots in each query (e.g., temporal
changes over months or year), and are efficient in such cases.
Fundamentally, the in-memory representation in these sys-
tems cannot support updates. Additionally, these systems do
not allow updating the results of a query.

Proposals such as GraphOne [35,36] and Aspen [21] focus
on providing efficient storage for streaming computations.
These (typically single-machine) systems allow only storing
a few recent versions of the graph and do not support stor-
ing intermediate state, or updating the results of a previous
query. GraphOne [35, 36] combines circular edge logs and
adjacency store to allow storing a few recent versions of the
graph and dual versioning to decouple computation from stor-
age. However, the use of chaining (with compaction) in the
adjacency store to enable versioning introduces an ordering
constraint among the versions, and traversing (and applying
operations e.g., deletions) is necessary to retrieve a specific
snapshot. For ad-hoc analysis where arbitrary changes maybe
applied on a version, this may be expensive and fundamentally
difficult. Aspen [21] leverages functional/persistent datastruc-
tures to preserve previous version of the graph upon mutation
and presents C-trees, a highly compressed functional tree
that can store graphs efficiently (they do not allow property
graphs). This is similar in spirit to our use of persistent datas-
tructures in designing DGSI (§5). However, C-trees are tuned
for streaming workloads where there is one (or a few) previ-
ous version(s) and thus employ aggressive garbage collection
for efficiency. When large number of versions are required,
main memory becomes a bottleneck and thus it is necessary
to have a persistent storage based hybrid store (e.g., DGSI).

Streaming systems (e.g., Kineograph [19], Differential-
Dataflow [49], Kickstarter [67], GraphBolt [45]) operate on
live data and allow query results to be updated incrementally
(rather than doing a full computation) when new data arrives.
These systems only allow queries on the live graph, and do
not support ad-hoc retrieval of previous state. Additionally,
the incremental computation is tied to the live state of the
graph, and cannot be utilized over multiple windows.

Differential Dataflow (DD) [49] is a distributed system
that allows general, non-monotonic incremental computations
using special versions of operators. Each operator stores “dif-
ferences” to its input and produces the corresponding dif-
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ferences in output (hence the full output is not materialized),
automatically incrementalizing algorithms written using them.
While this technique is very efficient for real-time streaming
queries, incorporating ad-hoc window operations in it is fun-
damentally hard. Since the computation model is based on the
operators maintaining state (differences to their input and out-
put) indexed by data (rather than time), accessing a particular
snapshot can require a full scan of the maintained state. Fur-
ther, since every operator needs to maintain state, the system
accumulates large state over time which must be compacted
(at the expense of forgoing the ability to retrieve the past). Fi-
nally, intermediate state of a query is cleared once completed
and storing these efficiently for reuse is an open question.

GraphBolt [45], a single-machine streaming system,
presents a dependency driven "refinement" based computa-
tion model for (non-monotonic) incremental computations
that tracks dependency information as aggregation values
at vertices thus reducing the state requirements to O|V| (in
contrast to DD’s O|E|). Users can implement incremental
algorithms by defining user-defined refinement functions
(e.g., repropagate, retract and propagate) whose imple-
mentations are algorithm specific (e.g., Algorithm 3 in [45] for
PageRank), and iteratively refines aggregation values. Graph-
Bolt only stores the value aggregations for the current snap-
shot of the graph and does not present a solution for storing
multiple versions of aggregations or efficiently using/operat-
ing on them. Thus, GraphBolt does not support ad-hoc anal-
ysis. Building ad-hoc support requires building a state store,
similar to the solution we present (DGSI), tuned for Graph-
Bolt’s computation model and exposing the right APIs.

2.4 Challenges

Several challenges stand in the way of enabling efficient ad-
hoc analytics on evolving graphs. First is the ability to ef-
ficiently store and retrieve snapshots of the graph at arbi-
trary time windows. Second, we must be able to compactly
represent large amounts of computation state and use it to
accelerate future queries, across multiple windows using a
computation model that can leverage the state efficiently. Fi-
nally, the system should be able to provide users a natural and
intuitive way to operate on evolving graphs. Based on this,
our solution, TEGRA, consists of three components:
Timelapse Abstraction (§3): In TEGRA, users interact with
time-evolving graphs using the timelapse abstraction, which
logically represents the evolving graph as a sequence of static,
immutable graph snapshots (fig. 2). TEGRA exposes this ab-
straction via a simple API that allows users to save/retrieve/-
query the materialized state of the graph at any point.
Computational Model (§4): TEGRA proposes a computation
model that allows ad-hoc queries across windows to share
computation and communication. The model stores compact
intermediate state as a timelapse, and uses it to perform gen-
eral, non-monotonic incremental computations.

D
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B C

A

B C

D A

B C

D
E

Time

G1 G2 G3

A

B C

D
E

Figure 2: A timelapse of graph G consisting of three snapshots. For
temporal analytics, instead of applying graph-parallel operations
independently on each snapshot (left), timelapse enables them to be
applied to all snapshots in parallel (right).

Distributed Graph Snapshot Index (§5): TEGRA stores
evolving graphs, intermediate computation state and results
in DGSI, an efficient indexed, distributed, versioned property
graph store which shares storage between versions of the
graph. Such decoupling of state from queries and operators
allow TEGRA to share it across queries and users.

3 Timelapse Abstraction & API
TEGRA introduces Timelapse as a new abstraction for time-
evolving graph processing that enables efficient ad-hoc ana-
lytics. The goal of timelapse is to provide the end-user with
a simple, natural interface to run queries on time-evolving
graphs, while giving the system opportunities for efficiently
executing those queries. In timelapse, TEGRA logically repre-
sents a time-evolving graph as a sequence of immutable, static
graphs (fig. 2), each of which we refer to as snapshot in the
rest of this paper. A snapshot depicts a consistent state of the
graph at a particular instance in time. TEGRA uses the popular
property graph model [26], where vertices and edges in the
graph are associated with arbitrary properties, to represent
each snapshot in the timelapse. For the end-user, timelapse
provides the abstraction of having access to a materialized
snapshot at any point in the history of the graph. This enables
the usage of the familiar static graph processing model in
evolving graphs (e.g., queries on arbitrary snapshot).

Timelapses are created in TEGRA in two ways—by the
system and by the users. When a new graph is introduced to
the system, a timelapse is created for it that contains a sin-
gle snapshot of the graph. Then, as the graph evolves, more
snapshots are added to the timelapse. Similarly, users may
create timelapses while performing analytics. Because snap-
shots in a timelapse are immutable, any operation on them
creates new snapshots as a result (e.g., a query on a snapshot
results in another snapshot as a result). Such newly created
snapshots during an analytics session may be added to an
existing timelapse, or create a new one depending on the
kind of operations performed. For instance, for an analyst
performing what-if analysis by introducing artificial changes
to the graph, it is logical to create a new timelapse. Mean-
while, snapshots created as a result of updating a query result
should ideally be added to the same timelapse. The system
does not impose restrictions on how users want to book-keep
timelapses. Instead, it simply tracks their lineage and allows
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save(id): id Save the state of the graph as a
snapshot in its timelapse. ID can
be autogenerated. Returns the id of
the saved snapshot.

retrieve(id):
snapshot

Return one or more snapshots
from the timelapse. Allows simple
matching on the id.

diff(snapshot,
snapshot): delta

Difference between two snapshots
in the timelapse. (§4)

expand(candidates):
subgraph

Given a list of candidate vertices,
expand the computation scope by
marking their 1-hop neighbors.
Used for implementing incremen-
tal computations ( §4)

merge(snapshot,
snapshot,func):
snapshot

Create a new snapshot using the
union of vertices and edges of two
snapshots. For common vertices,
run func to compute their value.
Used for implementing incremen-
tal computations ( §4)

Table 1: TEGRA exposes Timelapse via simple APIs.

users to efficiently operate on them. We describe how TEGRA
implements timelapses in §5.3.

Since timelapse logically represents a sequence of related
graph snapshots, it is intuitive to expose the abstraction using
the same semantics as that of static graph. In TEGRA, users
interact with timelapses using a language integrated API. It
extends the familiar Graph interface, common in static graph
processing systems, with a simple set of additional operations,
listed in table 1. This enables users to continue using exist-
ing static graph operations on any snapshot in the timelapse
obtained using the retrieve API. (§6.2)

3.1 Evolving Graph Analytics Using Timelapse

In addition to providing ad-hoc access to any snapshot, time-
lapse is also useful in enabling efficient time-evolving graph
analysis. The natural way to do graph computations over the
time dimension is to iterate over a sequence of snapshots. For
instance, an analyst interested in executing the degrees query
on three snapshots, G1, G2 and G3 depicted in fig. 2 can do:

for(id <- Array(G1,G2,G3))
result = G.retrieve(id).degrees

However, applying the same operation on multiple snap-
shots of a time-evolving graph independently is inefficient. In
graph-parallel systems (§2), degrees() computation is typi-
cally implemented using a user-defined program where every
vertex sends a message with value 1 to their neighbors, and
all vertices adding up their incoming message values. Such
message exchange accounts for a non-trivial portion of the
analysis time [62]. In the earlier example, sequentially ap-
plying the query to each snapshot results in 11 messages of
which 5 are duplicates (fig. 2).

To avoid such inefficiencies, timelapse allows access to
the lineage of graph entities. That is, it provides efficient
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Figure 3: 1 Connected components by label propagation on snap-
shot G1 produces R1. 2 Vertex A and edge A−B is deleted in G2.
Using the last result to bootstrap computation results in incorrect
answer R2. 3 A strawman approach of storing all messages during
the initial execution and replaying it produces correct results, but
needs to store large amounts of state.

retrieval of the state of graph entities in any snapshot. Using
this, graph-parallel phases can operate on the evolution of
an entity (vertex or edge) as opposed to a single (at a given
snapshot) value. In simple terms, each processing phase is
able to see the history of the node’s property changes. This
allows temporal queries (§2.2) involving multiple snapshots,
such as the degree computation, to be expressed as:

results = G.degrees(Array(G1,G2,G3))

where degrees implementation takes advantage of time-
lapse by combining the phases in graph-parallel computation
for these snapshots. That is, the user-defined vertex program
is provided with state in all the snapshots. Thus, we are able
to eliminate redundant messages and computation.

4 Computation Model
To improve interactivity, TEGRA must be able to efficiently
execute queries by effectively reusing previous query results
to reduce or eliminate redundant computations, commonly
referred to as performing incremental computation. Here, we
describe TEGRA’s incremental computation model.

4.1 Incremental Graph Computations

Supporting incremental computation requires the system to
manage state. The simplest form of state is the previous com-
putation result. However, many graph algorithms are iterative
in nature, where the graph-parallel stages are repeatedly ap-
plied in sequence until a fixed point. Here, simply restarting
the computations from previous results do not lead to correct
answers. To illustrate this, consider a connected components
algorithm using label propagation on a graph snapshot, G1
as shown in 1 in fig. 3 which entails result R1 after three
iterations. When the query is to be repeated on G2, restarting
the computation from R1 as shown in 2 computes incorrect
result. In general, correctness in such techniques depend on
the properties of the algorithm (e.g., abelian group) and the
monotonicity of updates (e.g., the graph only grows). Hence,
supporting general non-monotonic iterative computations re-
quires maintaining intermediate state.
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Figure 4: Two examples that depict how ICE works. Dotted circles indicate vertices that recompute, and double circles indicate vertices that
need to be present in the subgraph to compute the correct answer, but do not recompute state themselves. 1 5 Iterations of initial execution is
stored in the timelapse. 2 6 ICE bootstraps computation on a new snapshot, by finding the subgraph consisting of affected vertices and their
dependencies (neighbors). In 6 , C is affected by the deletion of A−C. To recompute state it needs D (yields subgraph C−D). 3 7 At every
iteration, after execution of the computation on the subgraph, ICE copies state for entities that did not recompute. Then finds the new subgraph
to compute by comparing the previous subgraph to the timelapse snapshot. In 7 , though C recomputes the same value as in previous iteration,
its state is different from the snapshot in timelapse and hence needs to be propagated. 4 8 ICE terminates when the subgraph converges and
no entity in the graph needs the state copied from stored snapshots in the timelapse.

TEGRA proposes a general, incremental iterative graph-
parallel computation model that is algorithm independent. It
leverages the fact that graph-parallel computations proceed
by making iterative changes to the original graph. Thus, it-
erations of a graph-parallel computation can be seen as a
time-evolving graph, where the snapshots are the material-
ized state of the graph at the end of each iteration. In each
of the snapshots, the intermediate state can be stored as ver-
tex and edge properties. Since timelapse can efficiently store
and retrieve these snapshots, we can perform incremental
computations in a generic fashion by invoking graph-parallel
computations on affected neighborhood. We call this model
Incremental Computation by entity Expansion (ICE).

4.2 ICE Computation Model

ICE executes computations only on the subgraph that is af-
fected by the updates at each iteration. To do so, it needs to
find the relevant entities that should participate in computa-
tion at any given iteration. For this, it uses the state stored as
timelapse, and the computation proceeds in four phases:
Initial execution: When an algorithm is executed for the
first time, ICE stores the state (using the save API) of the
vertices (and edges if the algorithm demands it) as properties
in the graph. At the end of every iteration, a snapshot of the
graph is added to the timelapse. The ID is generated using a
combination of the graph’s unique ID, an algorithm identifier
and the iteration number. As depicted in 1 and 5 in fig. 4,
the timelapse contains three and four snapshots, respectively.
Bootstrap: When the computation is to be executed on a
new snapshot, ICE needs to bootstrap the incremental com-
putation. Intuitively, the subgraph that must participate in the
computation at bootstrap consists of the updates to the graph,
and the entities affected by the updates. For instance, any
newly added or changed vertices should be included. Simi-
larly, edge modifications would result in the source and/or

destination vertices to be included in the computation. How-
ever, the affected entities alone are not sufficient to ensure
correctness of the results. This is because in graph-parallel
execution, the state of a graph entity is dependent on the col-
lective input from its neighbors. Thus, ICE must also include
the one-hop neighbors of affected entities, and so the boot-
strapped subgraph consists of the affected entities and their
one-hop neighbors. ICE uses the expand API for this purpose.
The graph computation is run on this subgraph. 2 in fig. 4
shows how ICE bootstraps when a new vertex D and a new
edge A−D is added. D and A should recompute state, but
for A to compute the correct state, it must involve its one-hop
neighbor B, yielding subgraph D−A−B.

Iterations: At each iteration, ICE needs to find the right sub-
graph to perform computations. ICE exploits the fact that
the nature of the graph-parallel abstraction restricts the prop-
agation distance of updates in an iteration. Intuitively, the
graph entities that might possibly have a different state at
any iteration will be contained in the subgraph that ICE has
already executed computation on from the last iteration. Thus,
after the initial bootstrap, ICE can find the new subgraph at
a given iteration by examining the changes to the subgraph
from the previous iteration (using diff) and expanding to
the one-hop neighborhood of affected entities (using expand).
For the vertices/edges that did not recompute the state, ICE
simply copies the state from the timelapse (using merge). For
instance, in 3 in fig. 4, though A and D recomputed, only D
changed state and needs to be propagated to its neighbor A
which needs B.

Termination: It is possible that modifications to the graph
may result in more (or less) number of iterations compared
to the initial execution. Unlike normal graph-parallel com-
putations, ICE does not necessarily stop when the subgraph
converges. If there are more iterations stored in the timelapse
for the initial execution, ICE needs to check if the unchanged
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parts of the graph must be copied over. Conversely, if the sub-
graph has not converged and there are no more corresponding
iterations, ICE needs to continue. To do so, it simply switches
to normal (non-incremental) computation from that point.
Thus, ICE converges only when the subgraph converges and
no entity needs their state to be copied from the stored snap-
shot in the timelapse. ( 4 and 8 in fig. 4)

By construction, ICE generates the exact same intermediate
states for all edges and vertices at all iterations, as compared
to running a full execution on the entire graph. Thus, not
only does ICE guarantee correctness of the incremental ex-
ecution, but also enables any algorithm implemented in a
graph-parallel fashion to be made incremental.

4.3 Improving ICE Model

Sharing State Across Different Queries Many graph algo-
rithms consist of several stages of computations, some of
which are common across different algorithms. For example,
variants of connected components and pagerank algorithms
both require the computation of vertex degree as one of the
steps. Since ICE decouples state, such common computations
can be stored as separate state that is shared across differ-
ent queries. Thus, ICE enables developers to generate and
compose modular states. This reduces the need to duplicate
common state across queries which results in reduced memory
consumption and better performance.
Incremental Computations Can Be Inefficient Incremen-
tal computation is not useful in all cases. For instance, in
graphs with high degree vertices, a small change may result in
a domino effect in terms of computation—that is, during later
iterations, a large number of graph entities might need to par-
ticipate in computation (e.g., Example 2 in fig. 4). To perform
incremental computation, ICE needs to spend computations
cycles to identify the set of vertices that should recompute
(using diff) and copy the state of vertices that did not do com-
putations (using merge). As a result, the total work done by
the system may exceed that of completely executing the com-
putation from scratch [24, 67]. Fortunately, the design of ICE
lets us overcome this inefficiency. Since ICE generates the
same intermediate states at every iteration as full re-execution,
it can switch to full re-execution at any point.
A Simple Learning Based Model for Switching A key re-
quirement for avoiding the inefficiencies with incremental
execution detailed previously is to determine when to switch
to full re-execution. This can be done at two places: at the start
of the incremental execution, or at iteration boundaries (i.e., at
the beginning of an iteration during the execution). In TEGRA,
we picked the latter. A strawman approach is to use a simple
threshold—for instance, active vertices in an iteration—to
determine when to switch. Unfortunately, such approaches
did not perform well in our evaluation, as we found that the
optimal point for the switch depends on a number of factors,
including the query, the properties of the graph and the nature

of the modifications. Thus, we use a simple learning based
approach to determining when TEGRA makes the switch.

In our approach, we train a simple random forest classi-
fier [14] to predict, at the beginning of an iteration, if switch-
ing to full re-execution from that point would be faster com-
pared to continuing with incremental execution. We do the
training in an offline phase, where we use several runs of
queries both in a full incremental and full re-execution mode
as the input, ensuring enough runs in both cases to avoid class
sensitivity. For each run, in every iteration, we record the fol-
lowing fields that we use as features for the learning: number
of vertices that participate in the computation, the average
degree of the active vertices, the number of partitions active,
the number of messages generated per vertex, the number
of messages received per vertex, the amount of data trans-
ferred over the network and the time taken for the iteration
to complete. To make the learning general, we also use a few
graph-specific characteristics such as the average degree of
vertices, the average diameter and clustering coefficient. The
label indicates whether switching to full recomputation in the
next iteration resulted in faster execution.

While simple, we found that this approach works well as
we show in fig. 11. Examination of the model revealed that it
tries to learn the significance of vertices that participate in the
computation (in terms of average degrees), the layout (how
they are partitioned) and graph characteristics (in terms of
diameter and clustering coefficient) in relation to the execu-
tion time. We plan to explore ways to improve our technique
(e.g., better/robust models) as part of our future work.

5 Distributed Graph Snapshot Index (DGSI)
To make timelapse abstraction and ICE computation model
practical, TEGRA needs to back them with a storage that satis-
fies the following three requirements: (1) enable ingestion of
updates in real-time, and make it available for analysis in the
minimum time possible, (2) support space-efficient storage
of snapshots and intermediate computation state in a time-
lapse, and (3) enable fast retrieval and efficient operations on
stored timelapses. These requirements, crucial for efficiently
supporting ad-hoc analytics on time-evolving graphs, pose
several challenges. For instance, they prohibit the use of pre-
processing, typically employed by many graph processing
systems, to compactly represent graphs and to make com-
putations efficient. In this section, we describe how TEGRA
achieves this by building DGSI. It addresses (1) and (2) by
leveraging persistent data structures to build a graph store
(§5.1, §5.2) that enables efficient operations (§5.3) while man-
aging memory over time (§5.4).

5.1 Leveraging Persistent Data Structures

In TEGRA, we leverage persistent data structures [22] to build
a distributed, versioned graph state store. The key idea in
persistent data structures is to maintain the previous versions
of data when modified, thus allowing access to earlier ver-
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Snapshot 1
v1 v2

{”name: Foo”} {”name: Bar”}

Snapshot 2

Figure 5: DGSI has one pART for vertices and one for edges in
each partition. Version 1 (v1) of a vertex pART stores properties of
vertices in its leaves. Vertex id traverses the tree to its properties
(e.g., name). Changes to vertices (e.g., property name changed from
Foo to Bar) generates a new version v2. The snapshot of the vertex
pART before (Snapshot 1, shown in solid box) and after (Snapshot
2, shown in dotted box) the change share common leaves. (§5.2)

sions. DGSI uses a persistent version of the Adaptive Radix
Tree [38] as its data structure. ART provides several properties
useful for graph storage such as efficient updates and range
scans. Persistent Adaptive Radix Tree (PART) [5] adds per-
sistence to ART by simple path-copying. For the purpose of
building DGSI, we reimplemented PART (hereafter pART) in
Scala and made several modifications to optimize it for graph
state storage. We also heavily engineered our implementation
to avoid performance issues, such as providing fast iterators,
avoiding unnecessary small object creation and optimizing
path copying under heavy writes.

5.2 Graph Storage & Partitioning

TEGRA stores graphs using two pART data structures: a ver-
tex tree and an edge tree. The vertices are identified by a 64-bit
integer key. For edges, we allow arbitrary keys stored as byte
arrays. By default, the edge keys are generated from their
source and destination vertices and an additional short field
for supporting multiple edges between vertex pairs. pART
supports prefix matching, so using matching on this key en-
ables retreiving all the destination edges of a given vertex.
The leaves in the tree store pointers to arbitrary properties.We
create specialized versions of pART to avoid (un)boxing costs
when properties are primitive types.

TEGRA supports several graph partitioning schemes, simi-
lar to GraphX [26], to balance load and reduce communica-
tion. To distribute the graph across machines in the cluster,
vertices are hash partitioned and edges are partitioned using
one of many schemes (e.g., 2D partitioning). We do not parti-
tion the pART structures, instead TEGRA partitions the graph
and creates separate pART structures locally in each parti-
tion. Hence logically, in each partition, the vertex and edge
trees store a subgraph (fig. 5). By using local trees, we further
amortize the (already low) cost4 associated with modifying
the tree upon graph updates.

To consume updates, TEGRA needs to send the updates to
the right partition. Here, we impose the same partitioning as
the original graph on the vertices/edges in the update.

4Modifications to nodes in ART trees only affect the O(log256 n) ancestors

5.3 Version Management

DGSI is a versioned graph state store. Every “version” corre-
sponds to a root in the vertex and edge tree in the partitions—
traversing the trees from the root pair materializes the graph
snapshot. For version management, DGSI stores a mapping
between a root and the corresponding “version id” in every
partition. The version id is simply a byte array.

For operating on versions, DGSI exposes two low level
primitives inspired by existing version management systems:
branch and commit. A branch operation creates a new working
version of the graph by creating a new (transient) root that
points to the original root’s children. Users operate on this
newly created graph without worrying about conflicts because
the root is exclusive to them and not visible in the system.
Upon completing operations, a commit finalizes the version
by adding the new root to version management and makes
the new version available for other users in the system. Once
a commit is done on a version, modifications to it can only
be done by “branching” that version. Any timelapse based
modifications cause branch to be called, and the timelapse
save API invokes commit.

TEGRA can interface with external graph stores, such as
Neo4J [4] or Titan [6] for importing and exporting graphs.
While importing new graphs, DGSI automatically assigns an
integer id (if not provided) and commits the version when the
loading is complete. We create a version by batching updates.
The batch size is user-defined. In order to be able to retrieve
the state of the graph in between snapshots, TEGRA stores
the updates between snapshots in a simple log file, and adds
a pointer to this file to the root.

The simplest retrieval is by using its id. In every partition,
DGSI then gets a handle to the root element mapped to this
id, thus enabling operations on the version (e.g., branching,
materialization). By design, versions in DGSI have no global
ordering because branches can be created from any version at
any time. However, in some operations, it may be desirable
to have ordered access to versions, such as in incremental
computations where the system needs access to the consecu-
tive iterations. For this purpose, we enable suffix, prefix and
simple ranges matching primitives on version id.

5.3.1 Implementing Timelapses

TEGRA implements timelapses using DGSI with its version
ids and the matching primitives it provides. Recall that each
timelapse logically represents a sequence of graph snapshots.
Hence, every snapshot stored in DGSI is part of one or more
timelapses. As a simple example, a user intending to track the
Twitter graph by time could create snapshots by appending
UNIX epoch to a unique ID for the graph (e.g., TWTR). In this
scheme, a snapshot created at 9:00AM on 01/01/2020 may be
given ID TWTR_1577869200. Prefix matching TWTR provides the
entire timelapse for this graph. When this snapshot is chosen
for a query, say PageRank, TEGRA can automatically append
an algorithm ID (e.g., PR) and an iteration number to gener-
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Figure 6: DGSI has fine-grained control over leaves (where data is
stored). Here DGSI has 1000s of snapshots. All snapshots except S
are on disk, their parents just hold pointers to files on disk. Parents
are also dynamically written to disk if all of their children are on
disk. Data structure uses adaptive leaf sizes for efficiency.

ate version IDs such as TWTR_1577869200_PR_1. Here, prefix
matching on TWTR_1577869200_PR provides the timelapse of
the execution of the page rank algorithm.

Currently, TEGRA only manages automatic ID genera-
tion for time-based snapshots and iterations of query exe-
cution. For instance, creating snapshots every hour is auto-
mated by doing a branch on the last snapshot in the TWTR

timelapse and commiting the new changes with new times-
tamp appended (e.g., TWTR_1577872800). Similarly, saving it-
erations of a query is as simple as keeping track and branch

ing the last snapshot in the corresponding timelapse, and
saving the new iteration with incremented iteration number
(e.g., TWTR_1577869200_PR_2). However, since TEGRA stores
IDs as byte arrays, users are free to choose any ID generation
schemes; for instance it is possible to come up with complex
hierarchical IDs that enable sophisticated retrievals using the
matching capabilities on IDs provided by DGSI.

5.4 Memory Management

Over time, DGSI stores several versions of a graph, and hence
TEGRA needs to manage these versions efficiently. We employ
several ways to do this. Between branch and commit opera-
tions, it is likely that many transient child nodes are formed.
We aggressively remove them during the commit operation.
In addition, we enable in-place updates when the operations
are local, such as after a branch and before a commit. Further,
during ad-hoc analysis, analysts are likely to create versions
that are never committed. We periodically mark such orphans
and adjust the reference counting in our trees to make sure
that they are garbage collected.

For managing stored versions, we leverage a simple Least
Recently Used (LRU) eviction policy. Each time a version is
accessed, we annotate the version and all its children with a
timestamp. The system then employs a thread for periodically
removing versions that were not accessed in a long time.
The eviction is done by saving the version to local disk (or
distributed file system). We do this in the following way. Since
every version in DGSI is a branch, we write each subtree in
that branch to a separate file and then point its root to the file
identifier (e.g., in fig. 5, we can store v2’s leaf that is different
from v1 in disk as a file and point the parent node to this file).

By writing subtrees to separate files, we ensure that different
versions sharing tree nodes in memory can share tree nodes
written to files. Due to this technique, we can ensure that leaf
nodes (which are most memory consuming) that are specific
to a version (not shared with any other version) are always
written to disk if the version is evicted. As depicted in fig. 6,
a large number of versions can be flushed to disk over time
while still being retrievable when necessary. Thus, only active
snapshots are fully materialized in memory, thereby allowing
TEGRA to store several snapshots.

6 Implementation
TEGRA is a drop-in replacement for GraphX [26]. It uses
the popular Gather-Apply-Scatter (GAS) [27] graph parallel
model. We utilize the barrier execution mode to implement
direct communication between tasks to avoid most Spark
overheads. Spark provides fault tolerance by checkpointing
inputs and operations for reconstructing the state. TEGRA
provides coarse-grained fault tolerance by leveraging Spark’s
rdd.checkpoint semantics. Users can explicitly run check-
point operation, upon which TEGRA flushes the contents in
DGSI to persistent storage. We currently do not support fine-
grained lineage-based fault tolerance provided by Spark.

6.1 ICE on GAS Model

As described in §4.2, the diff() API marks the candidates
that must perform graph-parallel computation in a given it-
eration. In GAS decomposition [27], the scatter() function,
invoked on scatter_nbrs, determines the set of active vertices
which must perform computation. Starting with an initial can-
didate set (e.g., at bootstrap the changes to the graph, and at
any iteration the candidates from the previous iteration) the
diff() API uses scatter_nbrs (EdgeDirection in GraphX) in
the user-defined vertex program to mark all necessary ver-
tices for computation. We mark all scatter_nbrs of a vertex
if its state differs from the previous iteration, or from the
previous execution stored in the timelapse. For instance, a
vertex addition must inspect all its neighbors (as defined by
scatter_nbrs) and include them for computation.

The vertices in GAS parallel model perform computation
using the user defined gather(), sum() and apply() functions,
where gather_nbrs determine the set of neighbors to gather
state from. The expand API enables correct gather() oper-
ations on the candidates marked for recomputation by also
marking the gather_nbrs of the candidates. After the diff

and expand, TEGRA has the complete subgraph on which the
graph-parallel computation can be performed.

6.2 Using TEGRA as a Developer

TEGRA provides feature compatibility with GraphX, and ex-
pands the existing APIs in GraphX to provide ad-hoc anal-
ysis support on evolving graphs. It extends all the opera-
tors to operate on user-specified snapshot(s) (e.g., Graph.

vertices(id) retrieves vertices at a given snapshot id, and
Graph.mapV([ids]) can apply a map function on vertices of
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def IncPregel(g: Graph[V, E],
prevResult: Graph[V, E],
vprog: (Id, V, M) => V,
sendMsg: (Triplet) => M,
gather: (M, M) => M): Graph[V, E] = {

iter = 0
// Loop until no active vertices and nothing to copy
// from previous results in timelapse.
while (!converged) {
// Restrict to vertices that should recompute
val msgs: Collection[(Id, M)] =
g.expand(g.diff(prevResult.retrieve(iter))).
.aggregateMessages(sendMsg, gather)

iter += 1
// Receive messages and copy previous results
g = g.leftJoinV(msgs).mapV(vprog)

.merge(prevResult.retrieve(iter)).save(iter) }
return g }

Listing 1: Implementation of incremental Pregel using TEGRA APIs.

the graph on a set of snapshots). Graph-parallel computation
is enabled in GraphX using the Graph.aggregateMessages()

(previously mrTriplets()) API. To use TEGRA, users in-
corporate the TEGRA API in table 1 in their normal, static
(non-incremental) versions of the algorithm at places where
graph’s state is mutated. These are places where GraphX’s
Graph.aggregateMessages() is used.

GraphX further offers iterative graph-parallel computation
support through a Pregel API which captures the GAS decom-
position using repeated invocation of the aggregateMessages

and joinVertices until a fixed point. Listing 1 shows how
a user might use TEGRA APIs to implement an incremental
version of Pregel. The code is reproduced from GraphX [26],
with minimal changes to incorporate TEGRA APIs to store
and retrieve state. In general, a developer can write incremen-
tal versions of any iterative graph parallel algorithm by using
the TEGRA APIs along with aggregateMessages.

7 Evaluation
We have evaluated TEGRA through a series of experiments.
Comparisons: We compare TEGRA against many state-
of-the-art systems (§2.3). For streaming system, we use
GraphBolt [45] and the Rust implementation of Differential
Dataflow (DD) [3]. Since we were unable to obtain an open
source implementation of a temporal engine, we developed
our version of Chronos [30] in GraphX [26], which we call
Chlonos (Clone of Chronos) in this section. This implementa-
tion emulates the array based in-memory layout of snapshots
and the incremental computation model in Chronos. We note
that while Chronos supports updates to graphs by storing the
temporal changes on disk, it uses a pre-processing step to
create an in-memory layout which is used for every query.
This in-memory layout does not support updates (§2.3) and
needs to be recreated every time. We compare DGSI against
GraphOne [35] and Aspen [21].

Dataset Vertices / Edges

twitter [11] 41.6 M / 1.47 B
uk-2007 [12] 105.9 M / 3.74 B
Facebook Synthetic Data [2] Varies / 5, 10, 50 B

Table 2: Datasets in our evaluation. M = Millions, B = Billions.

Evaluation Setup: All of our experiments were conducted on
16 commodity machines available as Amazon EC2 instances,
each with 8 virtual CPU cores, 61GB memory, and 160GB
SSDs. The cluster runs a recent 64-bit version of Linux. We
use Differential Dataflow v0.10.0 and Apache Spark v2.4.4.
We warm up the JVM before measurements. For single ma-
chine systems, we use a x1.32xlarge instance with 128 virtual
CPUs and 2 TB memory to be comparable with our cluster.
Dataset & Workloads: We evaluate TEGRA on a number of
real-world graphs depicted in table 2, with up to 50 billion
edges. TEGRA creates default properties at vertices and edges
to allow queries that compute on them (our comparisons do
not support arbitrary properties). We use three standard, well
understood, iterative graph algorithms with varying computa-
tion and state requirements, commonly used to evaluate graph
processing systems as queries: Connected Components (CC),
Page Rank (PR) [55] and Belief Propagation (BP) [74]. We
run PR until a specific convergence or 20 iterations, whichever
is lower. Note that while the queries in this section do not
access the vertex and edge properties explicitly (i.e., queries
do not ask for them), TEGRA depends on them extensively to
store intermediate state (§4).
Caveats. While perusing the evaluation results, we wish to
remind the reader a few caveats. Though many of the graphs
we use fit in the memory of a modern machine, TEGRA is
focused on ad-hoc analytics which requires storage of multi-
ple snapshots (and computation state) of the graph. Further,
ad-hoc analytics requires the use of property graphs. TEGRA
supports edge and vertex properties and creates a default
value, which increases the graph size by several magnitudes
and also affects performance. Finally, DD’s connected com-
ponent uses the union-find based implementation (hard to fit
in a vertex centric model) which is superior to TEGRA’s label
propagation based implementation.

7.1 Microbenchmarks

We first present experiments that highlight the effectiveness
of DGSI. GraphBolt is excluded as it doesn’t allow storing
multiple versions or intermediate state. (§2.3).
Snapshot Retrieval Latency: We generate 1000 snapshots
of the Twitter and UK graphs by randomly modifying (adding
and removing equal number) 1% of the edges (no computa-
tions are performed) to emulate the evolution of the graph.
Table 3 shows the average latency for 10 random retrievals
with varying number of snapshots in the system.
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at every operator, while TEGRA’s state is pro-
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Figure 8: On ad-hoc queries on snapshots,
TEGRA is able to significantly outperform due
to state reuse.
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Figure 9: TEGRA’s performance is superior
on ad-hoc window operations even with mate-
rialization of results.

Graph System # Snapshots in memory
200 400 600 800 1000

Twitter

DD 30.2 44.8 92.4 131.6 180.2
GraphOne 32.3 50.1 105.5 141.2 201.2
Aspen 0.43 0.54 0.53 0.57 0.65
TEGRA 1.34 1.5 1.25 1.78 2.1

UK

DD 63.1 86.4 220 271.5 283.2
GraphOne 74.3 102.2 263.5 321.4 332.5
Aspen 0.86 1.04 1.12 1.25 1.31
TEGRA 2.2 2.5 2.6 2.25 2.3

Table 3: Snapshot retrieval latency (in seconds). DD and GraphOne
require reconstruction, while TEGRA and Aspen can simply traverse
the data structure from a version’s root.

We see that TEGRA is able to return the queried snapshot
within seconds due to DGSI which stores and retrieves mate-
rialized snapshots efficiently. In contrast, DD needs to recon-
struct the graph from indexed differences and takes several
minutes. It also exhibits high variance in retrieval time based
on the amount of reconstruction required. GraphOne faces
similar challenge with its get-prior-edges() API which
needs to reconstruct the historic view from the durable edge
log. While not shown, Chlonos too exhibits similar character-
istics as DD but is significantly slower, in some cases up to
an order of magnitude. This is because it stores updates on
disk and needs an intensive preprocessing step to create the
in-memory layout. DD exhausts the memory available in our
cluster (≈1TB) in this experiment which limited the number
of snapshots we could store to ≈1000. One solution is to store
the updates in a persistent storage, but this incurs significant
performance degradation while retrieving (like Chlonos). As-
pen performs similar to TEGRA (slightly faster since it is able
to compress the graph significantly better) due to its use of
persistent data structures, hence it only needs to traverse the
tree from a specific root to retrieve a version (like DGSI).
However, it neither supports intermediate state storage nor
includes an incremental computation model.(§2.3)
Computation State Storage Overhead: To measure the
memory overhead due to computation state, we perform PR
and CC computation on the Twitter graph in an incremental
fashion, where we add and delete 1000 edges to create a snap-

shot. We note the memory usage by each system after every
200 such computations until 1000 computations (for a total
of 1 million edge updates). Figure 7 shows this experiment’s
results. When the number of updates is small, both TEGRA
and DD use comparable amount of memory to store the state,
even with DD’s highly compact layout (native arrays com-
pared to TEGRA’s property graph). However, DD’s state size
increases rapidly as it does more computation and takes up
to 2× that of TEGRA. TEGRA’s memory requirement also
increases over time, but much more gracefully. This is due to
the combined effect of TEGRA’s compact state representation
(proportional to the number of vertices) and the ability of
DGSI to manage memory efficiently (§5.4), while DD needs
to keep state (proportional to the number of edges) at every
operator. The amount of increase also depends on the algo-
rithm. For instance, page rank generates the same amount of
state in every iteration while connected component’s state
requirement reduces over iterations. Note that DD uses com-
paction in this experiment which is automatically done by the
system. While GraphBolt also reduces the state requirement
to be proportional to the number of vertices, it does not allow
storing computational state for later reuse.

7.2 Ad-hoc Window Operations

Here, we present evaluations that focus on TEGRA’s main
goal. In these experiments, we emulate an analyst performing
ad-hoc analytics. We load the graph, and apply a large number
of sequential updates to it, where each update modifies 0.1%
of the edges (adds and removes equal number) to adhere to
our assumption that during ad-hoc analysis the graph doesn’t
change much and it is possible to leverage incremental com-
putation (we show results with large changes in fig. 11). We
then retrieve 100 random windows of the graph that are close-
by, and apply queries in each. We assume that some earlier
results are available so that the system could do incremental
computations. We do not consider the window retrieval time
in this experiment for any system. We present the average
time taken to compute the query result.
Single Snapshot Operations: In the first experiment, we set
the window size to zero so that every window retrieval re-
turns a single snapshot. The results are depicted in fig. 8. DD,
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Graph 5B 10B 50B

PR CC BP PR CC BP PR CC BP
DD 1m 8s 1.5m 2m 34s - - - -
GraphBolt 29s 21s 1.1m 1.2m 28s 2.2m 5.3m 54s 12m
TEGRA 10s 5s 6.5s 19s 7s 9.3s 1.5m 18s 2.4m

Table 4: Ad-hoc analytics on big graphs, with 5 billion, 10 billion
and 50 billion edges. A ’-’ indicates the system failed to run the
workload. TEGRA can handle big graphs and large amounts of state
due to its efficient memory management (§5.4)

GraphBolt and Chlonos do not allow reusing computation
across queries, so they compute from scratch for every re-
trieval. In contrast, TEGRA is able to leverage the compact
computation state stored in its DGSI from earlier queries to
do incremental computation. In this case, most of the snap-
shots incur no computation overhead because of the small
amount of changes between them, and TEGRA is able to pro-
duce an answer within a few seconds. DD and GraphBolt take
a few 10s of seconds, while Chlonos requires 100s of seconds.
TEGRA’s benefits range from 18-30× compared to DD and
8-18× compared to GraphBolt.
Window Operations: Here we set the window size to be 10
snapshots. GraphBolt, Chlonos and DD are able to apply in-
cremental computations once the query has been computed
on the first snapshot. Figure 9 shows the results. We see that
DD is fast once the first result has been computed. This is due
to the combination of its extremely efficient streaming com-
putation model (no materialization) and recent optimizations
such as shared arrangements [48]. Chlonos incurs a penalty
initially because it uses the first result to bootstrap the rest
using its LABS model. TEGRA’s performance remains consis-
tent. This is due to two reasons. First, since TEGRA separates
state from computation, it can reuse the state across multiple
snapshots. Second, due to the use of persistent data structures,
snapshot can be independently and concurrently operated on
(§3.1). Since GraphBolt does not support concurrent process-
ing, it does sequential computation (in an incremental fashion)
on the snapshots. For simple queries (e.g., CC), the penalty
is unnoticeable. It becomes pronounced in BP which is more
computationally heavy. TEGRA is still 9-17× (5-23×) faster
compared to DD (GraphBolt).
Large Graphs & Large Amounts of State: Here we an-
swer two questions: (1) can TEGRA support ad-hoc analysis
on large graphs, and (2) can TEGRA efficiently manage mem-
ory when large amounts of state need to be stored? We use
synthetic graphs provided by Facebook [2] modeled using the
social network’s properties. We execute the queries once on
the original graph, then modify the graph by a tiny percentage
(0.01%) randomly 1000 times to create 1000 snapshots. We
then pick a snapshot, run the queries on it and provide the
average of 100 such runs in table 4. DD works well when
both the graph and the updates (and the generated state) are
small. However, as the graph becomes larger, DD needs to
push a large number of updates through the computation, and

Twitter UK
1K 10K 100K 1K 10K 100K

GraphBolt 15.1 15.3 15.0 21.5 21.8 21.7CF TEGRA 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.6
GraphBolt 17.1 17.6 17.8 28.1 28.6 28.9CoEM TEGRA 1.7 1.8 2.1 1.8 1.8 2.3
GraphBolt 22.1 22.4 22.6 30.1 30.2 32.4LP TEGRA 1.8 1.9 1.9 2.0 2.2 2.3
GraphBolt 68.1 68.5 69.2 5.2 5.4 5.7TC TEGRA 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.11 0.15 0.25
GraphBolt 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9BFS TEGRA 0.15 0.16 0.16 0.21 0.21 0.25
GraphBolt 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.3k-hop (4-hop) TEGRA 0.6 0.6 0.55 0.7 0.7 0.8

Table 5: Running time (in seconds) for TEGRA and GraphBolt when
doing ad-hoc analysis with different batch sizes and algorithms.

state becomes a bottleneck in its performance. On the largest
graph, we were unable to get DD to work as it failed due to
excessive memory usage during initial execution. GraphBolt
doesn’t store any previous state, and hence is unable to do
incremental computations. It also required several optimiza-
tions to support the largest graph. In contrast, TEGRA is not
only able to efficiently use memory and disk (§5.4) and scale
to large graphs and snapshots, but also provide significant
benefits by using previous computation state.
Effect of Batch Size & Additional Algorithms: In this ex-
periment, we evaluate the effect of batch size on the ad-hoc
analysis capability of TEGRA. For this, we fix the batch size to
a specific number in each run, and use several other algorithms.
Specifically, we use Label Propagation (LP), Collaborative
Filtering (CF) and Triangle Count (TC) and Co-Training Ex-
pectation Maximization (CoEM) as used in GraphBolt [45].
For CoEM, we use the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
implementation in GraphX which uses EM. We also provide
results on k-hop, which computes the set of vertices that are
k hops away, and Breadth First Search (BFS). For the k-hop
algorithm, we set k to 4 for all batch sizes.

In each run, we execute the algorithm first. We then gen-
erate several snapshots using varying batches of equal edge
additions and deletions. We choose three fixed numbers: 1K,
10K and 100K. We pick a random snapshot and repeat the
same algorithm on it. The results are shown in table 5.TEGRA
is able to perform incremental computation using previous
results, while GraphBolt does not support ad-hoc analysis and
hence need to execute the algorithm fully. We also notice that
varying batch size doesn’t affect TEGRA much, and that it is
able to provide results efficiently.

We note a few caveats here. In TC, the incremental compu-
tations are simple (edge additions and deletions do not result
in multiple iterations) and involves just updating a count based
on the edges added or deleted. Similarly, BFS and 4-hop al-
gorithms are light weight and result in only a very small part
of the graph to be active, especially during incremental com-
putation. Due to this reason, for these algorithms, we only
measure the actual computation time and ignore the schedul-
ing overhead in TEGRA. Hence, the times we report for these
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three algorithms are not end-to-end, but just the time it takes
for the computation task to complete.

7.3 Timelapse & ICE

Parallel computations. Here we evaluate the ability of Time-
lapse to do temporal queries, where a query is applied to a
sequence of snapshots in parallel (§3.1). We create 20 snap-
shots of the Twitter graph by starting with 80% of the edges
and adding 1% to it repeatedly. We run the connected compo-
nents algorithm, each time varying the number of snapshots
on which the computation is run. In each run, we measure the
time taken to obtain the results on all the snapshots considered.
For comparison, we use GraphX and apply the algorithm to
each snapshot in a serial fashion. The results are depicted in
fig. 10. We see that TEGRA significantly outperforms GraphX.
The improvement for a single snapshot is due to TEGRA’s
optimizations and use of barrier execution mode in Spark.
Further, we see a linear trend with increasing number of snap-
shots. By sharing computation and communication, TEGRA
is able to achieve up to 36× speedup.
ICE’s switching capability: To test ICE’s switching capabil-
ity when incremental computations are not useful (§4.3), we
run the CC algorithm on the Twitter graph. Next, we intro-
duce a batch of deletions in the largest components so that
incremental computation executes on a large portion of the
graph. We then make TEGRA recompute with and without
the switching enabled and average the results over 10 such
runs. The results are shown in fig. 11. We see that without
the switching, TEGRA incurs a penalty—the incremental ex-
ecution takes more time than complete re-execution of the
algorithm. With switching, TEGRA is easily able to identify
that it needs to switch and hence does not incur this penalty.
ICE’s versatility: Since ICE differs from streaming engines,
it can also provide flexibility in how it uses state. For in-
stance, if updates are monotonic (only additions), then ICE
can simply restart from the last answer instead of using full
incremental computations. Figure 12 shows this on two algo-
rithms on the UK graph. PR and CC can benefit, but PR is
faster since it only needs to converge within a given tolerance.
Sharing state across queries: To evaluate how much benefits
sharing state between different queries provides, we run an

experiment with CC and PR. For these queries, the degree
computation can be shared. We run the algorithms with and
without sharing enabled on the Twitter graph, and average
the results of 10 runs of incremental computations on random
snapshots. The results in fig. 13 show 20% and 30% reduction
in memory usage and runtime.

7.4 TEGRA Shortcomings

Finally, we ask “What does TEGRA not do well?”.
Purely Streaming Analysis: We consider an online query
(§2) of CC. To emulate a streaming graph, we first perform
CC computation on the graph. Then we continuously change
0.01% of the graph by adding and deleting equal number of
edges. After fixed number of changes (every 200), we show
the average runtime of 10 runs in fig. 14. We see that DD
and GraphBolt are significantly better than TEGRA for such
workloads. This is due to a combination of DD and GraphBolt
optimized for online queries (pushing small updates really
fast through computation) and their Rust/C++ implementation.
We remind the reader of two caveats here. First, DD uses
a much superior union-find approach to CC while TEGRA
and GraphBolt use an iterative approach. Second, TEGRA
only executes queries when it is asked to, whereas DD and
GraphBolt executes queries for every batch of updates (thus
TEGRA accumulates more updates when executing queries).
While TEGRA can theoretically process each small update
separately, the computation engine it builds on (Spark) is
tuned for batched updates.
Purely Temporal Analysis: We assume that the queries and
the window are known, and the system has optimized the data
layout. We run a query on a window size of 10 and compare
TEGRA and Chlonos on the incremental processing time (we
discard the time for full execution). Excluding processing
time, fig. 15 shows that TEGRA incurs a 15% performance hit
due to its use of tree structure.
COST Analysis: The COST metric [47] is not designed for
incremental systems, but we note that TEGRA is able to match
the performance of an optimized single threaded implemen-
tation using 4 machines, each with 8 cores and has a COST
of 32 cores. However, TEGRA uses property graphs while the
optimized implementation does not.
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8 Related Work

Analytics on Static Graphs: A large number of graph pro-
cessing systems [7, 8, 16, 18, 25–28, 37, 39–41, 56, 57, 59, 60,
65, 68–73, 76–81] focus on static graph processing, some of
which are single machine systems and some are distributed.
These systems do not consider evolving graph workloads.
(Transactional) Graph Stores: The problem of managing
time-evolving graph has been studied in the context of graph
stores [15,52,53,56]. These focus on optimizing point queries
which retrieves graph entities and do not support storing mul-
tiple snapshots. This yields a different set of challenges com-
pared to iterative graph analytics.
Managing Graph Snapshots: DeltaGraph [33] proposes a
hierarchical index that can manage multiple snapshots of a
graph using deltas and event lists for efficient retrievals, but
lacks the ability to do windowed iterative analytics. TAF [34]
fixes this, but it is a specialized framework that does not
provide a generalized incremental model or ad-hoc opera-
tions. LLAMA [42] uses a multi-version array to support
incremental ingestion. It is a single machine system, and
it is unclear how the multi-version array can be extended
to support data parallel operations required for iterative an-
alytics. Version Traveler [32] achieves switching between
snapshots of a graph by loading the common subgraph in the
compressed-sparse-row format and extending it with deltas. It
does not support incremental computation. GraphOne [35,36]
uses dual-versioning to provide access to recent snapshots.
It doesn’t support ad-hoc analysis or efficient retrieval of
arbitrary snapshots. Aspen [21] leverages functional data
structures to build a compressed streaming graph engine,
but doesn’t support incremental computations. Chronos [30]
and ImmortalGraph [50] optimizes for efficient computation
across a series of snapshots. They propose an efficient model
for processing temporal queries, and support snapshot stor-
age of the graph on-disk using a hybrid model. While their
technique reduces redundant computations in a given query,
they cannot store and reuse intermediate computation results.
Their in-memory layout of snapshots requires preprocessing
and cannot support updates. None of these systems support
storing computation state for later reuse.

Incremental Maintenance on Evolving Graphs: Kineo-
graph [19] supports constructing consistent snapshots of an
evolving graph for streaming computations but does not al-
low ad-hoc analysis. WSP [75] focuses on streaming RDF
queries. GraphInc [17] supports incremental graph processing
using memoization of the messages in graph parallel computa-
tion, but does not support snapshot generation or maintenance.
Kickstarter [67] and GraphBolt [45] support non-monotonic
computations, but do not support ad-hoc analysis or compactly
storing graph and state. Differential Dataflow [48, 49, 51, 54]
leverages indexed differences of data in its computation model
to do non-monotonic incremental computations. However, it
is challenging to do ad-hoc window operations using indexed
differences (§2.3). As we demonstrate in our evaluation, com-
pactly representing graph and computation state is the key to
efficient ad-hoc window operations on evolving graphs.
Incremental View Maintenance (IVM): In databases, IVM
algorithms [10,29] maintain a consistent view of the database
by reuse of computed results. However, they are tuned for dif-
ferent kinds of queries and not iterative graph computations.
Further, they generate large intermediate state and hence re-
quire significant storage and computation cost [49].
Versioned File Systems (e.g., [64]) allow several versions of
a file to exist at a time. However, they are focused on disk
based files in contrast to in-memory efficiency.

9 Conclusion

In this paper, we present TEGRA, a system that enables ef-
ficient ad-hoc window operations on evolving graphs. The
key to TEGRA’s superior performance in such workloads is a
compact, in-memory representation of both graph and inter-
mediate computation state, and a computation model that can
utilize it efficiently. For this, TEGRA leverages persistent data
structures and builds DGSI, a versioned, distributed graph
state store. It further proposes ICE, a general, non-monotonic
iterative incremental computation model for graph algorithms.
Finally, it enables users to access these states via a natural ab-
straction called Timelapse. Our evaluation shows that TEGRA
is able to outperform existing temporal and streaming graph
systems significantly on ad-hoc window operations.
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